



 

There’s an old joke in finance that 
goes: if you put five economists in a 
room -they will come out with six 
different forecasts. It’s particularly 
apt right now as economists try to 
get a fix on a global economy 
emerging from an unprecedented 
pandemic in which economic activity 
has resumed in fits and starts. The 
joke isn’t so funny though when 
considering how to weigh the 
differing opinions and formulate 
portfolio allocations that protect 
against inflation swallowing up 
investment returns. 

Year-over-year inflation indicators 
are normally reliable and suggest pent-up demand could drive inflation and inflation 
higher. Other forecasts through indicate that higher prices for items like food and building 
materials are merely one-offs and growth will soon return to subdued levels as supply 
chains return to normal. As with all matters of economics, consumer psychology is at 
play here, and will influence which eventuality materializes. 

Taking all the data and expert forecasts into account, we are of the view that the best 
course of action is to stay the course. Being diversified with a portfolio allocation 
emphasizing a higher equity allocation relative to bonds remains prudent. Historically, 
the simplest hedge against inflation has always been the stock market, because earnings 
and dividends both have outperformed inflation by a considerable margin over the long 
term. 

Diversification does require though maintaining a portion of a portfolio in fixed income 
to offset the risk from the equities portion. Bonds pay very little these days, yet serve to 
protect capital while lowering short term portfolio volatility. Shorter term durations to 
maturity for bonds is advisable in a rising inflationary environment, as they enable bond 
managers to capitalize on new bond issues with higher yields as interest rates move up. 



 
We remain confident in our portfolio 
models, and our forecast is for markets to 
move higher between now and year end. 
At the same time, it is reasonable to 
expect markets to be unpredictable 
between now and then and larger market 
moves both ways could be seen. As has 
been written many times before in our 
Around the World blog, volatility equals 
opportunity -allowing our institutional 
w e a l t h m a n a g e m e n t p a r t n e r s a t 
Dimensional, EdgePoint, Guardian 
Capital and Mackenzie Investments to capitalize on. 

Be safe, be well! 
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